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Abstract
This thesis investigates different views in human-environment relationships reflected
in responsive architecture. On the one hand, responsive architecture is often regarded as an
area of research and practice that incorporates computational power into buildings in order
to modify environments to obtain better conditions for a particular human purpose. On the
other hand, it is often deemed a performative art that evaporates the distinction between
human and environment.
The study uses a cybernetic frame to emphasize the evolutional relation between subject and
object in a system. If an action is generated by an actor, it triggers change in its environment.
This change is then reflected to the original actor, which generates change in the internal
logic of the original actor.
Within a cybernetic frame, current typologies of responsive architecture are analyzed
into three categories: reactive, social, and conversational. Reactive refers to projects that aim
to manipulate the environment for humans through an input and output mechanism.
Conversational refers to projects that attempt to construct a “shared environment” between
the human and environment through feedback. Social denotes projects that encourage
participants’ active interpretation, which occurs through the effect of designed
responsiveness.
Afterwards, three fieldworks were designed to explore responsive architecture. Each
exploration has accordingly designed a responsive artifact placed within a specific site.
Ethnographic analysis through video recording is conducted to review interactions in a
particular moment-time. By analyzing the interaction of humans and the artifacts, the
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research argues that, regardless its typologies, responsive architectures construct their own
worlds and are valid only in the range of these constructed worlds. With the argument, this
thesis opens up questions about design.
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1. Introduction
It is often said that computers have transformed human life, changing the way we
acquire information, think, and even socialize. In architecture, as well, remarkable
transformations have been witnessed through the development of computers: for instance, 1)
the development of algorithm software methods has sparked new design attitudes and
methods; 2) sophisticated controllable mechanical hardware and sensors have helped
develop a comprehensive building management control system; and 3) complex and
sophisticated design came into reality through the development of construction auxiliary
devices and pre-fabricated materials.
This may sound as if computers are effective devices for our daily life and as if
architectural practice also has benefited from these devices, and therefore, we need to more
actively engage with computers to enrich our lives. This is partially true; there are definite
advantages. However, there are some other factors we also need to consider. Perhaps, the
ugly twin for the same instances would be that 1’) algorithmic design software forces
designers to quantify parameters into numbers without establishing, at least, an
understandable scientific method; 2’) the sophisticated building management system
sometimes makes significant unnecessary local temperature changes; and 3’) the increased
efficiency of automated construction machineries may replace once skilled laborers, who are
now out of a job. What we have witnessed here is the fact that these seeming advantageous
devices, originally designed for our ease, in turn affect their original contexts. If one agrees
with the above cases, it is not because computers have been displaced from their original
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role, but because our naïve notion of the machine, which overlooks the dialectical relation
between human and environment1 that feeds back to the original, triggers its changes.
This is the question that this thesis deals with; how do we better understand human and
environment? In particular, what is the role of architecture and architects within this issue?
Therefore, this thesis attempts to identify the role of feedback in a human-environment
system and the role of architects as system designer. However, it does not come up with a
clear solution. Rather, it attempts to reframe the question by reviewing the humanenvironment (machine) relation from a systemic perspective.
The two main topics in my exploration are cybernetics and responsive architecture. I
begin this study by discussing cybernetics, the science of “control and communication in the
animal and the machine.” 2 I will focus on the role of feedback in an organization. If
feedback is presented in a system, any parts of it evolve through time since new information
feeds back. This evolutional systemic perspective is applied to architecture to recognize the
effect of architecture in a human-environment system, which we may overlook in
consideration of architecture.
Second, I overview examples of responsive architectures, analyzing different approaches
to the human-machine-environment relationship. These are classified into three areas:
Reactive, Social, and Conversational. Reactive denotes projects that have a one-way information
flow, whereas conversational refers to projects that actively engage with a feedback process.

In this thesis, the term environment is used in a broad sense. It is not limited to ecology, but it refers to the
rest of something, aggregate of surroundings including machines, architecture, etc.
2 Wiener, Cybernetics: Or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine.
1
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Social is a blurred zone between the two, which provides room for human actors to actively
interpret.
In chapter 4, the method for the exploration is through fieldwork with responsive
artifacts designed by myself that represent each of these typologies. Each designated artifact
was placed in the natural condition of a site and a video was placed to record the particular
space-time. The last chapter discusses the results and analyzes them. Through this analysis, I
conclude that conversational projects could work as a representational scheme of
conversation between environments and human; however, it is not very effective to work as
an actor for real conversation between the two.
In chapter 5, I briefly address the theory of Interaction of Actor argued by Gordon
Pask, which supports the conclusion. I attempt to analyze a system that includes me, three
artifacts, the fieldworks, responsive architecture, and other countless actors. Lastly, the thesis
opens up to a systemic view of design.

4

2. Background
2.1. Cybernetics
2.1.1. Overview
Cybernetics is an interdisciplinary field of study that deals with complex organizations
and those organizations’ behaviors through abstraction. The term “cybernetics”, derived
from the Greek “kybernetes” or "steersman", was popularized by Norbert Wiener, who
adopted it into the title of his book, Cybernetics: or control and Communication in the
Animal and the Machine. 3 Witnessing the multi-simultaneous development scattered in
science and engineering during pre-war and wartime, which endangered both a Newtonian
view (e.g., the development of statistical and group approaches in physics, mathematics, and
information theory), and established disciplinary boundaries (e.g., the similarity between
feedback mechanism in biological systems and servomechanism in mechanical control
systems), Wiener felt the necessity to fill this gap in a general theory.4 From this background,
he developed cybernetics as a science of organization (a system) where parts communicate
with one other.
2.1.2. Cybernetics: Black Box
By emphasizing functions, cybernetics developed a means to understand a complex
system in a relatively simple manner. This approach, termed black box theory, understands
phenomena not by its inter logic but by its behaviors witnessed by a experimenter. This

3
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Ibid., 19.
Ibid.
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approach underlies a worldview where we have limited accessibility to the truth (internal
logic) of phenomena with our tools and senses, for it is already relative to other factors such
as light, time, and space. This means that we are already in a system. Therefore, what we can
do is deduce its logic in our own way through experiments and analysis of the model of the
system. 5 The difference between the model and the real system will be closer by
implementing feedback between the two. Let me utilize Wiener’s example to explain the idea.
Suppose one is on the ground and has to defend himself/herself by firing a combat plane in
the air whose mission is to bomb the place, and he/she wants to calculate the future position
of the plane to shoot. Wiener described the possible scenarios as follows,
The simplest method is to extrapolate the present course of the plan along a straight line. This has
much recommend it. The more a plane doubles and curves in flight, the less is its effective velocity,
the less time it has to accomplish a mission. Other things being equal, a plane will fly as straight a
course as possible. However, by the time the first shell has burst, other things are not equal, and the
pilot will probably zig-zag, stunt, or in some other way take evasive action.
If this action were completely at the disposal of the pilot, and the pilot were to make the sort of
intelligent use of his chances that we anticipate in a good poker player, for example, he has so much
opportunity to modify his expected position before the arrival of a shell that we should not reckon the
chances of hitting him to be very good, except perhaps in the case of a very wasteful barrage fire. On
the other hand, the pilot does not have a completely free chance to maneuver at his will. For one
thing, he is in a plane going at an exceeding high speed, and any too sudden deviation from his course
will produce an acceleration that will render him unconscious, and may disintegrate the plane…6

He further explains the constraints for the pilot’s voluntary behaviors. However, it is
enough to glimpse the cybernetic approach. In the example, he pointed out that the pilotplane assembly has some degree of voluntary behaviors, which makes the future position
impossible to represent in patterns, but, at the same time, it equally has some degree of

In the background of this thought, Wiener’s fascination with the notion of irreducible time is grounded. By
horning Josiah Willard Gibbs, a scientist who created statistical mechanics, Wiener was impressed by the use of
statistics in physics and followed a worldview of time, such as Copenhagen interpretation, which, arguably,
could be interpreted that before being witnessed, multiple many-worlds exist.
5

6

Wiener, Cybernetics: Or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine, 11–12.
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constraints that prevent the voluntary behaviors of a pilot, which may possible to be
represented as patterns. It is obvious that they cannot perfectly predict the future position of
the assembly, since it has voluntary parts in the system. However, at the same time, it has
constraints that provide spaces to predict its future position.
From this example, we can get a sense of what cybernetics is trying to do—
understanding and controlling a complex system where many variables come into play. If it
is a topic of pure engineering, it may divide the assembly into sub-problems, analyze and
solve each sub-problem, and assemble the sub-solutions into one. Cybernetics takes a
different position in understanding the situation, treating all factors as a system, as a whole,
or as a black box, and starts from what they know. The strategy only considers the behavior
of the system without considering its inner logic. Therefore, it is very likely that the first
solution is not accurate; however, if the solution is updated and modified with new
information, the accuracy will increase, perhaps, at some point, and accede the other
approach that started from accurate hard data with low flexibility. This evolutionary view is
the crucial feature of cybernetics.
There are other important notions in cybernetics that I would like to briefly introduce,
feedback and invariants of a system, before delving into cybernetics in detail. Feedback is
circulatory information flow that returns to the original source. It is frequently used in
physiology or control engineering. Maintaining constant glucose levels or body temperature
is well known example of the role of feedback. “The crux of organization is stability, for
‘that which is stable’ can be described; either as the organization itself, or some characteristic
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which the organization preserves intact.”7 In other words, an organization(system) whereby
its parts exhibits feedback produces invariant, something that remains stable through the
operation of a system. For example, a relatively constant body temperature is invariant as a
result of the active feedback of its parts. Here, I want to emphasize that in an organization,
even though all parts are active, there can be an invariant in the operation of an organization.
2.1.3. Feedback and Organization
The most distinguishing feature of cybernetics is its adaption of an evolutional
perspective in organizations regardless if it is biological, mechanical, or an assembly of the
both. If parts in a system exhibit interactions, then, through the feedback process, the system
shows goal-directed behavior that evolves towards equilibrium through the process of
negative feedback. In the process, the distinction that one part controls the other becomes
blurred. Therefore, the global behavior of an organization is not fully explained by that of
the parts; rather, it is a whole effect that cannot be reduced into parts.
William Ross Ashby brilliantly represented the process “of a living organism’s learning
and adaptive intelligence” in his hypothetical machine, Homeostat. 8 Looking in detail, he
described the project as follows:
Part A consists essentially of four needles(with ancillary coils, potentiometers, etc.) acting on one
another to from a four-variable system to which B’s value are input. A’s state is specified by the
positions of the four needles. Depending on the conditions and input, A may have states of
equilibrium with the needles either central or at the extreme deviation.
Part B consists essentially of a relay, which can be energised or not, and four stepping-switches, each
of which can be in any one of 25 positions (not shown accurately in the Figure). Each position carries
a resistor of some value. So B has 2X 25X 25 X 25 X25, i.e. 781250, states. To this system A is input.
B has been built so that, with the relay energised, none of B’s states is equilibrial (i.e. the switches keep

7
8

Pask, An Approach to Cybernetics, 11.
Goldstein, “Principles of the Self-Organizing Dynamic System.”
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moving), while, with the relay not energised, all are equilibrial (i.e. all switches stay where they are).
Finally, B has been coupled to A so that the relay is non-energised when and only when A is stable at
the central positions.

Figure 1: Homeostat Diagram
When a problem is set (by a change of value at some input to A not shown formally in the Figure), A
has a variety of possible states of equilibrium, some with the needles at the central positions, some
with the needles fully diverged. The whole will go to some state of equilibrium. An equilibrium of the
whole implies that B must be in equilibrium, by the principle of the previous section. But B has been
made so that this occurs only when the relay is non-energised. And B has been coupled to A so that
the relay is non-energised only when A’s needles are at or near the centres. Thus the attachment if B
vetoes all of A’s equilibria except such as have the needles at the centre.9

To put it simply, the amount of current that goes into Part B is regulated by the value of
Part A related to the four needle’s positions (of part A). But the needle’s positions take input
from B as well through a value related to the total resistance value (of Part B), which is
determined by the positions of the four stepping-switches (of Part B). When the total
resistance value (of Part B) is large enough to completely prevent the current (that comes
from Part A) from the circuit, the coil (of Part B) is not energized. However, the total
resistance value is stable only when the needle’s positions (of Part A) are at the center.

9

Ashby, An Introduction to Cybernetics, 83–84.
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Figure 2: Ashby’s Homeostat

The whole behavior of a system (assembly of Part A and B) is fast moving needles and
stepping-switches to search its equilibrium state. This process continues randomly until it
reaches a close state of equilibrium by accident. If it reaches equilibrium, the movements of
needles and switches slow down or stop. Ashby described the behavior of these runs
towards a state of equilibrium. There is an additional important factor in this project. As
Ashby mentioned above, “by a change of value at some input to A not shown formally in
the Figure”, there is a valve that affects the coefficient of the value of A. If the value is
changed by rotating the valve, then, A’s coefficient value is changed. Consequently, the
equilibrium state of the whole system is disturbed and the random search process starts from
the beginning. Perhaps Jean-Pierre Dupuy’s interpretation of Homeostat would help further
clarification:
Ashby’s cybernetic machine claimed to represent the interaction of an organism –the brain –and its
environment. It served no purpose and was designed to carry out no task. It was the embodiment of a
thought experiment aimed at illustrating a thesis that Ashby claimed to be of universal validity, namely,
that life and intelligence, far from being extremely improbable accidents of evolution, inevitably
developed in any isolated system. To be alive is to have capacity to maintain a small number of
“essential” variables within certain physiological limits over a very wide range of different
environments. In this respect, Ashby’s homeostat operates on two levels. On the first, all the
connections are fixed, the system as a whole is deterministic, and its dynamic is interpreted as
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representing the coevolution of the brain and its environment. If in the course of that evolution one
or several of the brain’s essential variables move outside of their vital zone, the second level is
automatically activated, and the homeostat changes its connections at random. It therefore becomes a
new deterministic automaton, which may or may not have the capacity to maintain the essential
variables within the desired range. The homeostat can be said to demonstrate the thesis it embodies if
it succeeds, in any environment whatever, in establishing good connections –which it to say,
connections that keep the brain “alive” and therefore “adapt” it to this environment.10

Apparently, this whole behavior, the “trajectory of a system tinning to a state of
equilibrium”, is not explained by the behavior of part A or B. 11 In addition, the whole
behavior is not fully determined by either the internal logic of Part A or its environment,
Part B; rather, the whole acts as if it is an automaton.
If we apply this cybernetic perspective to human and environment relations, supposing
Part A is humans and B is environment or technology, which we may regard as under our
control, it is apparent that the behavior of the whole, the human-environment system, is not
progressing in the way we assume. Instead, the human-environment system goes its own way.
Indeed, this is the one of the reasons Winner, Ashby, and Pask emphasized the proper
‘control’ of organization. As Dupuy indicated, if a system becomes a “new deterministic
automaton”, the survival of mankind may or may not be in danger.12 Once we notice the
dialectical process of the human-environment system, then responsibility of architects as
system designers becomes much more important. This point will be further discussed in the
next section.

Dupuy, The Mechanization of the Mind.
Ashby, An Introduction to Cybernetics, 84.
12 If we consider periodical background of the time, WWII, their point of view may become more
understandable. That can be summarized that the improper control of the system could lead to the war.
10
11
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2.1.4. Architecture Relevance of Cybernetics
Cybernetics has been succeeded by other cyberneticists, influencing and influenced by
electric engineering, robotics, biology, psychology, social science, system theory, artificial
intelligence, and in architecture. 13 The interest on cybernetics in architecture was sparked
through Gordon Pask, who collaborated with Nicolas Negroponte Architecture Machine
group at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and John Frazer at Architecture
Associations.14,15
In a short paper, the Architecture Relevance of Cybernetics, Pask discussed how this
evolutionary idea of cybernetics could be applied to architecture. First, he suggested refining
the notion of functionalism, “the concept of house as a ‘machine for living in’ ” in which
“the bias is towards a machine that acts as a tool serving the inhabitant”, into mutualism,
“the concept of an environment with which the inhabitant cooperates and in which he can
externalize his mental processes.”16 Consequently, he emphasized the role of architects being
responsible for the evolution of the whole human-environment system. He said:
Its[city or architecture] structure acts as a symbolic control programme on a par with the ritual
constraints which are known to regulate behavior of various tribes and which render this behavior
homeostatic rather than divergent. Hence, the architect is responsible for building traditions…An

In responsive architecture, cybernetics is frequently referred in designing control a system or organization,
especially decenteralized-control system as a way to imbed unpredicted results, which mostly founded in
projects that seeks playfulness. Another frequent reference is the term of “homeostasis”, “stable around a state
of equalilibrum”, a biological regulatory mechanism animals possess, which ostensibly appeared in Ashby’s
homeostat. But, I believe both references are does not fully explains cybernetics.
14 Pickering, The Cybernetic Brain, 372–377.
15 For more detailed description of Pask’s influence in architecture see Frazer, “The Architectural Relevance of
Cybernetics.”
16 Pask, “The Architectural Relevance of Cybernetics.” From this point it is easy to understand the underlying
idea of Cedric Price’s fun palace. The reason for implementing flexible environment attained by computational
power is to externalize human mental processes into architecture through active interaction between the two.
From the evolution of the two, the behavior of the whole system lies between the range of human and machine
behaviors.
13
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immediate practical consequence of the evolutionary point of view is that architectural designs should
have rules for evolution built into them if their growth is to be healthy rather than cancerous. In other
words, a responsible architect must be concerned with evolutionary properties; he cannot merely
stand back and observe evolution as something that happens to his structures.
Its[city or architecture] structure acts as a symbolic control programme on a par with the ritual
constraints which are known to regulate behavior of various tribes and which render this behavior
homeostatic rather than divergent. Hence, the architect is responsible for building traditions…An
immediate practical consequence of the evolutionary point of view is that architectural designs should
have rules for evolution built into them if their growth is to be healthy rather than cancerous. In other
words, a responsible architect must be concerned with evolutionary properties; he cannot merely
stand back and observe evolution as something that happens to his structures.17

In the last section of the paper, he further suggests some cybernetic design paradigm.
His point was that “the purpose or goal of the system may be and nearly always will be
underspecified” since it is difficult, almost impossible, to expect the whole behavior of a
system from the beginning. 18 Therefore, the designer’s “aim is to provide the set of
constraints that allow for certain presumably desirable modes of evolution”, which can be
achieved by selecting “invariants which are to be programmed into the system.”19
To further elaborate upon the last sentence, invariables are something that remains
stable through the operation of a system. Invariants could be thought of as the whole effect
of a system that does not belong to any of its parts. Therefore, “selecting invariants which
are to be programmed into the system” means that designing an architecture could produce
invariables as a result of the interaction between occupants and the architecture, rather than
designing architecture with a goal that may become a problematic automaton through
interactions with occupants.

17 Ibid.
18
19

Ibid.
Ibid.
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2.2. Responsive Architecture
2.2.1. Overview
As the most of the term does, the term, ‘responsive architecture’, stays on ambiguously
while frequently referred. However, In 1975, Nicolas Negroponte attempt to define the term
in his book, Soft Architecture Machines, by distinguishing three terms; flexible, manipulative,
and responsive;
the term, flexible, “has generally followed the spirit of Mies van der Rohe’s ‘less is more” in the sense
that, when two activities have a large intersection(in set, mathematical, theoretical terms), we design
for the few “ands.” The “exclusive ors” are compromised, if not ignored, for the purpose of
cohabitation of the two activities. Just as with any conduct, one maintains flexible by making as few
commitments as possible.
The term manipulative, on the other hand, implies effort committed to making a close fit for each
activity by providing for changes and alteration that can range from closing a curtain to moving walls.
Each state of a manipulative environment is in a very real sense nonflexible. To achieve a multiplicity
of users, the environment must undergo a physical transformation, large or small, at the behest of
users. What is important to my following arguments is that this change, that is, manipulation, is an
overt action directed by the user(s). The manipulative environment id s passive one, one that is moved
as opposed to one that moves.
In contrast, responsive, sometimes called adaptable, or reactive, means the environment is taking an
active role, initiating to a greater or lesser degree changes as a result and function of complex or
simple computation.20

Negroponte strictly distinguishes responsive and manipulative, defining responsive
architecture as a system that takes active role for man-machine symbiosis, which is parallel
with the cybernetic design paradigm suggested by Pask. However, I took more generous
categorization of responsive architecture, because as he mentioned, responsive projects have
rarely exists even in the current typologies, but the term is in use. Therefore, I categorize it as
a combination of manipulative and responsive following his definitions. In order to discuss
responsive architecture, first I will review some precedents and abstracts to draw typologies
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of responsive architecture, from which I will distinguish different perspectives in the
typologies.
2.2.2. Precedents of responsive architecture
a) Institut du Monde Arabe
Completed in 1987 at Paris, Jean Nouvel designed the southern façade of Institut du
Monde Arabe(IMA) with a number of camera aperture-like openings in different size, “so as
to create a variable geometry of circles and different kinds of polygons that allowed exactly
the required amount of light to penetrate in summer and winter”.21 The facade is consisted
of “25,000 camera shutters run by 250 motors linked up to a central computer which decides
whether to open or close them depending on the intensity of the outside light.”22 According
to him and critics, it was not only modern technological application at the times, but a
cultural reinterpretation of traditional Arab architectural style of which “a series of geometric
figures commonly used in Arab culture.”23 The moucharabieh, which is originally “designed to
protect against the climate but is also specific to Arab culture: the wind blows through and
women can look out without being seen” 24 , were reinterpreted “in the contemporary form
of mobile diaphragms very much like those of a camera.” 25 As Jean Nouvel himself
mentioned, the cultural and environmental contexts of Paris are different from that of Arab,
but the ultimate aim of the projects was to “interiority, the treatment of light by means of

Nouvel, Jean Nouvel, 82.
Ibid.
23 El Croquis, Jean Nouvel, 60.
24 Nouvel, Jean Nouvel, 82.
25 El Croquis, Jean Nouvel, 60.
21
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frames and filters, and the overlaying of grids”26which enabled a psychological effects and
experiences to observers/occupants – what Alejandro Zaera-Polo called “aesthetics of
transparency”.27 Therefore, the responsiveness of this project certainly has a functional value,
the manipulation of light intensity, but the focus seems to be more on its effect and
embodied experiences.

Figure 3: Moucharabieh

Figure 4: Southern façade of IMA

Figure 5: Interiority of IMA

b) Digital Water Pavilion
DWP was “designed and built for Zaragoza Expo, which features the theme of water.”28
The projects was the outcome of a collaboration of various research groups, designers, and
engineers, which includes Carlorattiassociati, MIT Sensible City Lab, MIT Media

Ibid.
Zaera-Polo, “Incorporating: Interview with Jean Nouvel.”
28 Ratti, “Quick Start.”
26
27
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Laboratory/Smart cities Group, MIT Department of Urban Studies and Planning/ City
Design and Development Group. The pavilion has a moveable roof supported by “thin
stainless steel hydraulic pistons” whose operations result in height-adjustable roof. 29 At the
initial stage, which can be thought of closed mode, the roof is on the ground, covered by a
thin layer of water. Only two volumes in glass, containing the Digital Mile info point and the
tourist office project upwards.” 30 When the operational mode turns on, the roof is raised,
“while latent water curtains begin falling towards the ground to create a three-dimensional,
interactive, and fluid space.” 31 As Carlo Ratti pointed out, the movable roof and water
curtains may not appropriate for living in, but this mechanism may provide temporal but
very appropriate public values in the specific circumstances and the time. For instance, by
lowering roof height according to intensity of the wind in order for water not too much be
scattered from water curtains by the strong wind, and by collapsing the roof onto the ground
at night or winter –the point “all three-dimensional space disappears”, therefore, “the
machine is off” –the architectural machine may live in the site.32
William Mitchell and Andres Sevtsuk proposed the potential application of interactions
of digital water wall. They proposed a wall, “consisted of an array of fine-gauge, computercontrolled solenoid valves arranged along a water supply pipe running through the air.”33
Controlling open and close of the valves “creates corresponding solids and voids – that is,
one bit-deep pixels –in the narrow vertical jet that the valve controls. By programming a line
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30 Ibid.
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Ibid.

32 Ibid.
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Mitchell and Svetsuk, “Unfrozen Music.”
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of valves, it is possible to create openings and complex patterns in a sheet of falling water.”34
They further explored static and dynamic possible computational surface patterns generated
by iterative applications of simple rules and shape grammars. They identify their goal “to
explore the possibilities of a genuinely new, time-based, graphic, and spatial medium.”35 It
seems that, rather than being spectacles, they are interested in interactions between
pedestrians and a wall and its experiences.

Figure 6: Moveable roof (off mode)

Figure 7: Moveable roof(active mode)

c) CROMA
Electrochromism is an effect of some materials that changes their color when some degree
of electric power is applied. With a modification of this technology to an organic polymer,
Daniel Cardoso Llach and his fellows proposed a prototype of electrochromic glass for
building façade and achieved optically noticeable transparency difference of glasses. The
proposed responsiveness triggered by touch; when touch sensor is activated, 1.6 volt is
transmitted to the layer of polymers and the induced “reduction/oxidation of polymer,

34
35

Ibid.
Ibid.
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resulting in changing transparency of glasses.36 With this application, the authors proposed
two scenarios. One of the two is “energy-smart building” to increase energy efficiency of a
building by controlling sunlight and temperature through the application. The other is called
“drawing transparency”, that aim to develop “a surface where a person can “draw” windows
with a gesture. In this scenario, opaque sections of a façade can become a window if
someone passes his or her hand smoothly over the surface. Depending on the size of the
electrochromic modules the window can be irregularly shaped or change its size, opening a
whole lot of new behaviors and opportunities for interaction”.37 They look for “architectue
being more than just hardware”, especially “building space that are porvoking in terms of the
experienece they offers.”38

Figure 8: an Example of Façade-Human Interaction

36 Cardoso

et al., “Drawing Transparencies: ‘Responsible Responsiveness’ in Spaces Through Organic
Electrochromism.”
37 Ibid.
38 Ibid.
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d) Hygroskin
Designed by Institute for Computational Design at University of Stuttgart, Hygroskin is
an environmental responsive prototype taking advantage of “the elastics and hygroscopic
properties of wood”.

39

Rather than employing “external electronic mechanic sensors,

controllers or actuators”, the team differs their focus on harnessing a particular property of
the materials. 40 The elastics properties of the wood is employed for fabrication and
assemblage technique, resulted in conical geometry of a piece of walls of the prototype, and
the hygroscopic properties of wood is used for making environmental responsive opening,
aperture-openings that response to humidity level of the atmosphere. The team developed a
technique to control the behavior of wood in respond to humidity level, “which can be
calibrated through controlled conditions during the fabrication process.” For instance, in the
case of their previous research, Hygroscope, exhibited at the Centre Pompidou in 2012, the
behavior of wood is somewhat like closing aperture when relative humidity is low, but in the
case of Hygroskin, it opens when the relative humidity is low. Unlike other precedents thatd
interested in effects and experiences provided by responsiveness, the focus of this project
was more on computationally integrated design process, which make possible for the
responsiveness behaviors as an outcome of it.

Correa et al., “HygroSkin: A Prototype Project for the Development of a Constructional and Climate
Responsive Architectural System Based on the Elastic and Hygroscopic Properties of Wood.”
40 Ibid.
39
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Figure 9: Opening Detail (Relative Humidity:
45%)

Figure 10: Opening Detail(Relative Humidity:
75%)

2.2.3. Typologies of Responsive Architecture
As an expansion of the precedents reviews, this section is to chart typologies of
responsive architecture. This section was written based on a collaborated research with
Veronica Patrick and Daniel Cardoso Llach, which was published in spring SimAUD
(Symposium on Simulation for Architecture & Urban Design) 2014. 41 Therefore, parts of
the texts in this section were presented on the previous research.
Twenty-eight existing projects and twelve published papers were chosen from
numerous sources. The projects chosen here represent a wide sample of responsive
architecture approaches exposing trends within the discipline. However, it is important to
note that this analysis do not intend to give a comprehensive picture, nor to be all-inclusive,
of the field. The project was classified by the interaction implemented in the project to
differentiate underlying views in human-environment relationships. The three categories are
reactive, conversational, and social.

41

Oh, Patrick, and Cardoso Llach, “Typologies of Architectural Interaction: A Social Dimension.”
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Figure 11: Typologies of Responsive Architecture
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a) Reactive
Reactive refers to projects whose responsiveness is designed to have one-way
information flow that has a clear distinction between input and output part. It is a problemsolving approach and is goal-oriented to achieve instant environmental modification. Mostly,
these behaviors are designed to control environments to supply comfortable environments
for human being, which aligns to the primary notion of architecture, architecture as a shelter.
Put it Pask’s terms, it treats architecture as a functional point of view but not a mutual view.
The camera-like shutters of IMA regulates light intensity, CROMA proposed glare control,
light intensity for making energy efficient building environment, and, aperture-like opening
of Hygroskin opens when relative humidity is high, based on the perspective that high
relative humidity is not a desire condition on the site, the prototype built.
As I briefly mentioned, in the designing stage, there is no consideration of the behavior
of the whole human-environment system. Therefore, the behavior of the system is open.
This openness may mean something positive; however, in this context, it is more close to
irresponsible. As Pask indicates, it is irresponsible as a designer if one “merely stand[s] back
and observe[s] evolution as something that happens to his structures”, since it also can be
unhealthy to humans.42 For instance, a highly responsive HVAC system, in a very long term,
may degrade humans’ adaptive abilities to the environment, making them vulnerable to a
small environmental disturbance that they would have been capable of adapting to otherwise.
However, I also want to emphasize that the openness of the system can also reach an
interesting phenomenon. In other words, projects in the reactive category, totally functional
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orientation, usually designed for sustainable issue, create interesting phenomenon in the
process of symbolic signification. The behaviors create effects, from which observers can
obtain interesting experiences. Jean Nouvel is particularly interested in this effect and
experiences. In IMA, The effect is created from combination of controlled light and
architectural elements such as stairs, frames, beams and columns, which differs from each
element, but works as a whole. Observers, by walking though the building would experience
this effect, which may reminisce about similar memory of Arab traditional building, or may
reminisce about sublime experiences that usually founded in religious buildings, or may
merely enjoy the ineffable scenes without referring something.
b) Conversational
Conversational refers to projects that are designed to have a two-way information flow.
Rather than having a clear distinction between subject and object, projects in this category,
which emphasize feedback and communication, aim to configure the “shared environment”
between humans and environment. In the design stage, designers do not set up a clear goal;
instead, they prefer their design perform as platforms to explore a mutual “heuristic
experience” between humans and environments. The key point of this coupled system is the
whole effect, which is not strictly determined by the individual behaviors of each parts and
which occurs in the system by virtue of the reciprocal communication, or coupling, of the
different actors. Through the conversation, the system develops unique understandings and
experiences and evolves to unforeseen conclusions.
In the catalogue, one example of a predominately “Conversational” project is”SkyEar”
(#26). The piece consists of ultra-bright LEDs planted within a carbon fiber net and balloon
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structure floating 60-100m above the ground. The color of the form changes in response to
the electromagnetic environment where storms, mobile phones, radio signals and television
broadcasts all provide input. The process of participants calling the structure, listening to the
sky and taking part in actively changing the colors is the focus of the piece. According to its
author, through the communication of agencies, “humans and devices and their shared
environments coexist in a mutually constructive relationship”.43

Figure 12: SkyEar(Usman Haque, 2004)

In terms of the views implemented in this category, it recognizes the evolutional process
of the system and aims to explore the whole effects of a system that may not completely
belong to its part. What is important here is that we may say that the whole behavior is
somewhat in the range of human variation, for as Wiener pointed out, communication and
control become blurred through the feedback process because as much as one adapts the
other, the other adapts to the one as well over the course of communication.44
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c) Social
Social is defined as the gray zone between reactive and conversation. While its
responsive description has a one-way information flow, it also gives participants room for
active interpretation that is close to conversation. Therefore, we defined it as activities where
two or more human entities interact with each other. Projects in this territory incite
interactions involving multiple human interpretations, creating a whole effect across spacetime.
In the Catalogue, the large-scale installation works of “Relational Architecture” by
Rafael Lozano Hemmer stand out in this category. One such projects such is “Body
Movies”(#2) For this experiment, the artist projected a video feed onto the facade of a
movie theatre in Rotterdam. These projections were then washed out by two large xenon
lights and only reappeared when the shape of someone’s shadow provided enough darkness.
The intended game’s attractiveness paled in comparison to the participant’s desire to interact
playfully with each other’s magnified shadows.

Figure 13: Body Movies(Rafael Lozano Hemmer, 2001)
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Another example, “Sandbox” (#24), consists of projections between two groups of
people at two different scales; thus allowing them to communicate through gestures and
movement although they are not physically close to each other. Through artifacts like these,
social becomes “far more subtle, passive, and subconscious.”45 In this territory, the way in
which the artifact is set up is less important, as it is meant to be a catalyst for human-tohuman interaction not the center of attention.

Figure 14: Sandbox((Rafael Lozano Hemmer, 2010)

2.2.4. Summary
Two crucial points that I made until now were to recognize behavior of architecture in a
system and the role of architects as system designers. If one considers architecture merely a
serving object, the whole behavior of the system will be different from the goal, which, I
believe, is irresponsible as a designer. If one admits the evolutionary perspective, we may
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accept that the control of a system could happen by communication, the process of
projecting or externalizing himself/herself onto the environment through interactions. 46
However, it is important to note that in this context, the control does not mean that a
system is fully under control of one. Rather, it is better to say that the system behaves at the
acceptable range of one and his/her environment. Therefore, my point was to understand
interactions as an important arena for designers when we engage with our own practices.
In the following chapters, I will describe designed responsive artifacts by these three
typologies and relate how I conducted fieldwork with the designed artifacts. The reason to
take an active participant position rather than an objective researcher is stated throughout
the background chapter: to get a sense of responsive architecture as a whole, the concept of
‘responsive architecture’ need to be externalized onto me, while I externalize myself onto the
notion. Therefore, there must be active interactions between us.
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3. Hypothesis
In the introduction, I begin with this question: how do we understand the relationship
between human and environment? What is the role of architecture in human-environment
systems and architects as system designers?
To answer the question, I reviewed cybernetics to identify the evolutionary aspect
between human and environment as well as to find a cybernetic strategy, which is through
interaction, reciprocal externalization occurs. By reviewing responsive architecture,
conversational projects aim to encourage the interaction between human and environment.
Therefore, I hypothesize that
Reactive, social, and conversation, in that order, would create more intense
communication between humans and environment, through which the issue of controlling
and being controlled becomes blurred.
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4. Method
4.1. Iris Machine
4.1.1. Overview
Two responsive artifacts that are used as a platform to investigate responsive
architecture. The first one, titled Iris Machine was designed to have kinetic aperture-like
movement; the mechanism can be easily founded in responsive architecture projects such as
IMA or Hygroskin. The second responsive system, titled Ghost in the Machine, is screen-based
on which the object responds to human movements.
Based on the typology analysis, this Iris Machine was designed into two modules that can
be categorized into respectively reactive and social.. The reactive module is programmed to
respond to temperature, intended to simulate environmental regulating responsive system.
On the other hand, the social module is programmed to respond to human presence intended
to encourage active interpretation of people.
4.1.2. Prototype Design
To examine the interaction between human and artifact, the responsiveness needs to be
perceptible. Under this thought, I came into idea that a kinetic mechanism that could be
moved by servomotors would be appropriate, considering simplicity of circuit design, cost of
materials, and, size of supporting space. With some alternatives, camera iris mechanism was
chosen. The selection of the mechanism was subjective, but the emergent circular pattern
grabbed my attention.
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a) Iris Mechanism Assemble Order
The machine consisted of three parts; an upper frame, a base frame, and twelve
rounded-shape components. A rounded-shape component has an upper and base holder
through which it is connected to the both frames. The upper frame holes works as pivot
point, whose size is slight bigger than an upper base holder so that a round-shape
component is able to fit well. However –though the width is same –the length of the base
frame’s hole is longer than the size of a base holder to accommodate the back and force
movements of base holder by the rotation. 47 To make the mechanism works, assembling
order of the rounded-shape components is important; a rounded-shape component has to
be placed on top of previously placed components in clockwise sequence.

47

See slight different position of base holder by each rotation in Figure 16.
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Figure 15: Iris Component
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b) Whole effect
Once assembling of an iris is completed, rotating upper frame creates a different size of
circular pattern –initially the size of circle is identical with inner circle size of upper(or
base)frame, but, it becomes smaller by the rotation of the upper frame until it reaches to
ninety degree. –which emerges from combination of the twelve rounded-shape components;
the behavior of each component is very simple, in a way that one cannot expect any further
interesting pattern, but the combination of the behaviors creates different size of circular
pattern. (Figure 16: Iris mechanism _single component and Figure 17: Iris Mechanism_ a
circular pattern as a whole effect) It is important to mention that this emergent pattern does
not come from property of each rounded-shape component, but it comes from the relation
of various affects including base frame, upper frame, twelve rounded-shape components,
rotation, observer’s seeming ability, mental process of discerning circle from seeing, and so
on. Therefore, it is an instance of a whole effect of a system.

Figure 16: Iris mechanism _single component
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Figure 17: Iris Mechanism_ a circular pattern as a whole effect

c) Robotics
In order to be automatically connected with servomotors, the edge of the upper frame
was developed with zigzag shape to work as a gear. A gear attached servomotor will be
mounted at the edge of the upper frame. Three small gears are added in order to maintain
stability. Theoretically, three hinged points including motor’s gear, is enough to gain stability,
however, test showed that four points reduced errors.

Figure 18: Robotics
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4.1.3. Technical Description
a) Overview
While designing iris prototype on the one hand, technical system design was also in
development. The design process becomes trial and error-correction because of my limited
knowledge in technical hardware. I want to note that the system design may not the best or
clear way, though it works.
System design is slightly different by the module. Controller and output mechanism is
identical, but input and ancillary devices are different by the module. Describing common
devices first, the microcontroller, Arduino board receives signal from input devices and send
signal to servomotors, which in turn rotate the prototype. For practical reason, to supply
additional power, a servo-driver meditates the two devices. A temperature sensor as a input
device is used as for reactive module to regulate a temperature and for social module Microsoft
Kinect is employed to respond to the presence of any object.

Figure 19: Iris Technical Flow Chart
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The initial aim was to design the system with motion sensors instead of using Microsoft
Kinect. However, I struggled with to manipulate the detection range of a motion sensor, that
is, the range was too wide than the size of the iris unit, which created not wanted movement
of neighbor units, when more than one of units placed in a relative small area. To overcome
the problem, the design ended up with using Microsoft Kinect, whose internal algorithm
make it possible to get information of very small area. However, to use Microsoft Kinect
make the system design little more complicate. Since the device cannot directly connect to a
micro-controller, at least in my knowledge, it required an additional device, a laptop(or
desktop). The input signal from the device has to be modified and re-send to the
microcontroller through serial communication in Processing environment. Therefore, the
use of Kinect made redundant information flow and requires long lines of programming.

Figure 20: Technical System of the Prototype

b) Detailed Descriptions
i. Micro-controller
Micro-controller is a small integrated circuit in which processor, memory, input and
devices are assembled. It processes information and controls connected devices by the
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imbedded program. In case of Iris Machine, Arduino Uno board, loaded Atmel 8-bit AVR
micro-controller(ATmega328) is employed as a micro-controller. Strictly speaking, Arduino
board is not a microcontroller; rather it an integrated board that be consisted of a
microcontroller and other electrics, which intended to be make easy to use electronic
prototyping. Since this device can implement/re-implement a programing language by
connecting it to a computer through UBS cable –the typical I/O board design require some
additional machines –, it is popularly used by those who do not have much of electricengineering background. It has open-source programming environment, called Arduino that
based on Processing and JAVA. The primary function of Arduino board in iris machine is to
read input signals –from a temperature sensor in case of reactive module; or from a
Processing that controls input signal from Microsoft Kinect –and send signals to servo
motors.

Figure 21: Arduino Uno Board

ii. Temperature Sensor (for Reactive Module)
Analog Devices TMP35 was used to measure temperature. The device has its own
circuit which calibrates temperature by Celsius and return corresponding voltage. The
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calibration range varies from 10 Celsius to +125 Celsius, and its output voltage corresponds
from 0 volt to 1.75 volt. For instance, if output voltage indicates 1.0 volt, it is 100 Celsius.

Figure 22: TMP35 Specification

iii. Kinect (for Social Module)
This device was originally developed to capture human motions for Xbox360 video
game console. The device is able to capture RGB color, depth through VGA camera in the
middle and infrared projector and sensors. The principle of this device is same with other
computer vision, calculating depth, the distance between the camera and objects, by
calculating elapsed time of infrared light, emitted from the projector and return back to the
sensor. But the device increases accuracy of recognizing and distinguishing multiple objects
from a scene through its own imbedded algorithm. Because of this benefic, it gradually
expands its area to interactive design, commercial, and academic fields. For Iris Machine, three
dimensional depth data of Microsoft Kinect for Xbox 360 was used to recognize presence of
an object in a certain area. It is programmaed in Processing environment with OPENNI
library.
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Figure 23 : Microsoft Kinect

iv. Servo Motors
A servo motor is a kind of the motors that have an imbedded circuit, intended to
accurately control of angular position of a motor. The circuit has negative feedback loop of
angular position, which enable motors to go and stay in an required position that determined
by the length of high pulse in a certain time. Servo-motors are relatively easy to use while
maintaining accuracy of rotating angle, but it usually only can rotate 180 degrees. For Iris
Machine, SG-5010, servo motor was chosen to accurately control angular position of motor,
which makes aperture-like prototype to be opened/closed. The motor has a standard size of
typical servo motor, (length 1.60 inch, width 0.79inch, height 1.5 inch) and torque at 5volt,
5.5kg-cm /76oz-in, and at 6volt 6.5kg-cm / 90oz-in.
v. Servo motor driver
A servo motor driver is a circuit that makes it possible to provide separate power supply
to servomotors. Although it depends on required torque for rotating the motor, a
servomotor usually requires much current than those of a microcontroller can provide. This
means that a servo motor needs additional power supply. It may be overcome by manually
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designing H-bridge circuit with transistors. However, in the case of Iris Machine, a completed
product, Adafruit 16-Channel 12-bit PWM/Servo Driver - I2C interface, was chosen for
convenient purpose. It is to make circuit design as simple as possible, given my background
knowledge of electric engineering. Aligning with the purpose, the driver has sixteen channels
–meaning that with the driver, sixteen servomotors can be controlled, and it can be linked up
to 62 on a I2C bus- meaning that two pins of a microcontroller are able to control maximum
992 servo motors. Therefore, the driver provides means to easy-expansion, while
maintaining a relatively simple circuit design.

Figure 24: Adafruit 16-Channel 12-bit PWM/Servo Driver

4.1.4. Behavior Descriptions
a) Unit Development
In the early design, servomotor was mounted directly with the upper frame of iris,
which makes it difficult to vertically stand without additional supports. To be more
structurally sound, the prototype was updated by detaching the motors from the upper
frame moved the motor to the front center of the unit. The upper frame and motor was
connected by a small linear gear that moves right and left by the rotation. Through this
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development the two separate supporting spaces were compacted into one. Three units
(2x3 arrangements) were assembled to test reactive and social Module.

Figure 25: Final 2X3 Prototype
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b) Reactive module
In reactive module, each opening had five variations: full-open, 2/3 open, half- open, 1/3
open, and full-closed. These variations were determined by the temperature in test cell. For
example; when the temperature went below 15 Celsius, all six units were closed and when
the temperature reached higher than 25 Celsius, all units were open. If the temperature was
between 15 and 25 Celsius, the states of the units varied and were randomly determined by
software.

Figure 26: Pattern Variation (15 C)

c) Social Module
In the Processing environment, Depthmap with OPENNI library for Microsoft Kinect
was used to detect an object. If an object was detected within a range of one meter to one
and a half meters from the three dimensional (X, Y,Z) position of each unit, the
corresponding unit changed its state from open to closed. If the object disappeared from
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range, the unit returned to the open state. With this responsiveness, the users could control
the unit with a hand gesture; therefore, initiating a unit to change state without a physical
interface.

Figure 27: Test (Social Module)

d) Installation method Development
For experiment, the unit is developed to be portable. It can be simple and fast
implemented on any place by four suctions attached to the back. The underlying idea of
portable unit is that small interactive artifacts can intervene in a variety of spaces,
reconfiguring their atmosphere.

Figure 28: portable Unit
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4.2. Ghost in the machine
4.2.1. Overview
This second responsive artifact, Ghost in the Machine, is designed to be categorized into
conversational by implement a scenario for conversation between participants and the
environment.48 In order to focus on designing a conversational scenario, I stayed on screenbased responsiveness.
4.2.2. Technical Description
a) Processing
Same with social module of Iris Machine, Processing 2 is employed for programing
languages. In this environment, Open Graphics Library (OPENGL) Application
Programming Interface (API) was used for three-dimensional representation. The
program receives data from Microsoft Kinect and produce visual output on screen.
b) Microsoft Kinect
Skeleton data, in the Processing environment with OPENNI library was used to get
joint position of a human. If the library successfully calibrates a person, it returns the
three dimensional position of twenty joint positions. Multiple numbers of people can be
calibrated simultaneously and the device itself does not have limitation, but the libraries
limits it to sixteen persons at a scence. If a moving object is detected by NITE, a library
48 As

I mentioned in background section, according to Gordon Pask, conversation is different from
communication; communication can be or cannot be a conversation. If agencies reach to an agreement, the
communication becomes a conversation.
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of Microsoft Kinect, it tries to calibrate skeleton of the object. When the calibration is
successful, all three dimensional position of skeleton can be read

Figure 29 : Kinect Skeleton

c) Screen
A 60-inch LCD television installed in a moveable frame was used for a output device.
The device was not designed for this project, but it was already available at the
department of architecture and landscape architecture building (Stuckeman Family
Building) at Penn State University. 49 The resolution of the screen was 1600 x 1200
pixels.
4.2.3. Early Design
As I mentioned earlier, the aim of this project is to design sequential interaction that
diverges by the result of each step. However, the design process started from implementing
simple responsiveness. The estimate was to design a geometry that responds to human
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It is an open-planed building, which probably is the reason for having the movable device.
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gestures. Under this thought, the early design turned out a cube whose width, length, and
height respond to the distance between right and left hand of a person.
a) Gesture Design
In designing gestures for modelling, I thought that it should be intuitive to be userfriendly, at least at the present where there has not been a common agreement for it.
Therefore, only two gestures controls five attributes of the cube(width, height, length,
rotation, position); the distance between two hands –for determining any magnitude, and
making the distance between two feet wider than twenty inches –for selecting target
attributes of a cube, which are switched in sequence. For instance, the first foot movement
locks the width at the distance between two hands of the moment, the second foot
movements locks the height in the magnitude of the moment. As a default setup, the three
axis of the cube are ‘enabled’, meaning that the three simultaneously respond to the distance
between two hands. The ‘rotation’ function is also ‘enabled’, which make the cube rotates
according to the angle of two hands, and lastly, move function was ‘disabled’, which located
the cube on the center of the screen.

Figure 30: Initial Setup
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Figure 31: Switching Target Attribute Gesture
(In the scene ‘Rotation’ is switched to ‘disabled’)

b) Reflection of Responsive Design
Although it controls five attributes with two gestures, its tree-structured menu system
made it conceptually identical to a conventional three-dimensional modelling program.50 This
menu system provides effective means for users to control the geometry; however, the rigid
structure made the user to consider the program as a transparent channel to transmit his/her
intention without any obstacles rather than consider it an entity that interprets his/her signal
and responds according to it. This user’s postulation, in turn, is very likely to prevent
reinterpretation of the visual information.51 Under this reflection, I confirmed the idea that at
least two agencies are required to be communicative, the necessary condition for
conversational. Therefore, the program needs to develop with a degree of changes by the
human input.

The difference is the fact that this design attempt to replace physical interfaces –a mouse and keyboard, to
gestures.
51 In information theory, the level of complexity and system rigidity play an important role for emergence to be
occurred. For example, Gershenson and Fernandez showed that the desirable condition for emergence is in the
middle of far rigid system and chaotic system. See Gershenson and Fernandez, “Complexity and Information.”
50
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c) Responsive Development
In order to develop communicative program, I applied the concept of boredom to the
program. 52 The scenario was in following; while the program responds to a human, it
perfectly responds human first, but when he/she does not move much, the program
increases noise in its response. This can be considered as a reaction of the program side by
the human input. This presence of the noise may bother the user, but it will also trigger the
user’s reinterpretation of program’s response some of which may create a new meaning to
the user. When this new meaning was founded to the user, this can be considered as an
agreement between two entities; therefore, communication becomes a conversation; the
user sends signal to the program, and the program responds it with its new suggestion, and
the users agrees its response. Then, it is difficult to say that the result, the new meaning,
comes from the use or from the machine, rather it is from man-machine assemblage, a
shared environment.
Aligning with the thought, a modification was also made in responsiveness and
geometry. Describing responsiveness modification first, five joints positions–head, right and
left hands, and right and left foot -were simultaneously tracked to calculate the difference
between current and previous movement of a user. Secondly, in geometry side, a sphere –
rather than a cube –consisted of relatively many vertexes, is used in order to accommodate
the noise source while maintaining users’ feeling that the geometry respond to him/her.

The concept of boredom was firstly appeared in Gordon Pask’s project of ‘musicolour’.See Pickering, The
Cybernetic Brain, 316.
52
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4.2.4. Behavior Descriptions
The responsiveness designed with five different stages to encourage people to interact
with it and to increase complexity of the program with multiple users. To describe the
behavior of the program in more detail, the five stages can be broadly understood into two
phases; When human is ‘detected’ and ‘not detected’. The first is the transition from start to the
second stage and the second stage is the main stage, when a person is not detected, in which
the sphere shapes autonomously moves around. When a person is detected, the third stage is
initiate in which the geometry responds to human. Right after the geometrical response, the
program modified the user’s inputs which noise in forth stage. This process will continues. If
there is any change in the number of detected persons, the fifth state is made response
according to it; If new comer detected, it will an additional geometry. If one disappears and
no one interact with the program, it will returns to the second stage, or if one disappears and
someone is still respond with the program, the corresponding geometry of disappeared user
will be smaller and finally disappears.
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Figure 32: Responsiveness Flow Chart
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a) First Stage
At the start of the program, a bunch of points pops up on the center of the screen and
become far each other. The points move towards to pre-determined position (radius 120
pixels) of a sphere. Approximately 30 seconds after program started, this stage completed
and move to the second stage automatically.

Figure 33: First Stage

b) Second Stage
Once points reaches initial designated position, the initial sphere distorted by Perlin
noise. The noise on each point is gradually different, which creates an effect that the sphere
moves up and down, right and left, as well as the shrinking and stretching the shape. This
effect is somewhat akin to a living organism that has its autonomous movement. This stage
lasts until a person’s skeleton data is calibrated successfully by the Microsoft Kinect.
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Figure 34: Second Stage

c) Third Stage
Once calibration is successful, the geometry is distorted by responding to five joint
positions of the person (the head both hands and foots positions); the three dimensional
joint positions are re-calculated as a vector, started from the user’s center position. These
vectors are moved to from the center of the geometry and works as repellers to each point.
The magnitude of repelling is determined by both angle and distance between five joint
positions and position of each point. The result is similar to a sphere that mimics human
skeletons.

Figure 35: Third Stage
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d) Fourth Stage
If calibration remains successful, the geometry keep mimic the user. Right after the first
mimicking, the concept of boredom comes into play. If the program is bored, noise will
increase, if not, it will be smaller. This means that if a person continuously moves, the noise
stay in small and the user may not recognize its presence. But, if he/she stops moving, the
noise will increase fast until his/her movement becomes active again. Although it depends
on sensibility of the user, in my case, approximate after one second, the noise becomes
recognizable, and after five seconds the magnitude of the noise becomes so big that it make
difficult to recognize the original mimicking shape.
In order to calculate program’s degree of being bored, the human’s five joints positions
are compared to previous (approximately one second earlier) joints positions. The vectorized
five joints positions are added into a total vector. The magnitude of noise of each time is
determined by the result of the comparisons of two total vectors; If the angular and size
difference between current and previous vector is high –which means that the human
actively moves –the noise of the geometry is small so that the geometry works as a complete
puppet of the human, but, if the difference is small, the magnitude of noise is increase,
which resulted in partially follows human’s actions, but not complete. It can be thought of
that the program is bored because the human’s movement is not very active, so, it wants to
have its own movement.
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Figure 36: Noise in Inactive Interaction

e) Fifth Stage
Until now, the four stages were described based on a single user interaction for
clarifying purpose. However, the complexity of the system can be increased by multiple users.
It is possible that new users(or a user/passer) came into scene while a user interacts with the
program and the users can leave the place at any stage. The fifth stage is in charge of this
variation.53
If more than one user are detected at any stage, the program will create a new geometry
to keep the number of geometry same with those of the tracked users. The creation
sequence of a new geometry is identical to the first stage and after completion of the first
stage it will responds to the new users. If additional user is detected again, it will do the same.

The behavior of the fifth stage is analogous to the condition which transfers the second to the third stage.
But this stage has more variations to dealing with multiple users.
53
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Therefore, theoretically the program can supports sixteen tracked users, the maximum
amount of users that OPENNI library supports.54
When human leave the place, the geometry waits for a while (approximately 10seconds)
maintaining the last shape with moderate noise. If the user returns, it will return to third
stage, if not, it will gradually become smaller and finally disappear. However, if the leaved
user was the last person who had interacted with the program –in other words, no user
detected after the one leaved –the geometry, instead of disappearing, will morphs from the
last tracked shape to a sphere, if the transition finishes, it will return to the second stage.

Figure 37: Multiple Interactions

Practically, each additional user requires considerable computational power, it depends on a machine
capability. With my laptop, the machine does not properly after fives users.
54
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4.3. Fieldworks
4.3.1. Description
Three experiments were conducted with two responsive artifacts. The first (social) and
second (reactive) experiments were carried out with an Iris Machine in the lobby of the Penn
State Department of Architecture and Landscape Architecture building. The experiment
location was right next to one of the entrances of the building. Therefore, those who needed
to pass the entrance come across the artifact. For third (conversational) experiment, Ghost
in the Machine, was implemented near the lobby of the same building; however, it was an
open space with approximately a two-foot level difference. Therefore, those who interacted
with the artifact came to the place intentionally.
Each experiment ran nine hours a day. The first and second held consecutive days;
however, the third was conducted two days after the second. All of the experiments were
observed by the experimenter at the range of not disturbing people’s interactions and were
recorded by video camera. The use of video camera was considered not only as a
supplemental medium for observations, but, more importantly, as another machine coupled
with the specific context. Reviewing was conducted through videos. During the analysis,
interesting moments were selected and focused on.
4.3.2. Results
a) Social
The social module drew participants’ attention and aided in transforming the lobby into
a more lively and active space. Sometimes it initiated joyful interactions, engaging
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participants’ various movements and gestures. While some still passed by without much
attention to the artifacts, most of those who passed quickly became interested and stopped
to interact with it, walking back and forth and studying the responses. The playfulness was
especially noticeable when a group of people passed through the space together. Reacting
with surprise, joyfulness and conversation, the group’s responses, triggered by the artifact’s
movements, briefly reconfigured the social atmosphere.

i. Moment A (Appendix A)
Participant A1 and A2 entered the field work place from the entrance located on the
left side of the place where the artifacts were located. A1, who had basic knowledge of the
designed interaction from previous experience, seemed to explain his knowledge to A2
verbally along with his hands and slight body movement. By explaining, A1 encouraged A2
to interact with the project. A2, who heard the information and witnessed A1’s interactions,
began to interact with the project in person. Once A2 started interacting, A1 moved to the
side to make room for A2. Standing in front of the center unit, A2 moved back and forth
several times, checking artifacts’ responses according to her movement. She then moved to
the right of the next unit and did the same for a short time. She finished her interaction with
a smile and seemed to leave the place. At that moment, A1 noticed participant A3 was
passing the place without stopping. He seemed to verbally call out to A3, walking in the
center of the place to show the artifacts’ action. By pointing to the artifacts multiple times,
he succeeded to stop A3 so A3 could look at the artifacts. Once A3 began watching the
artifacts, A1 shook his hands left and right to initiate interaction. Suddenly, A2 also
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participated by encouraging A3, walking towards the center of the place again. At the time,
participant A4 appeared on the scene to open a door near the place. A4 did not participate
indirect interaction, but A4 smiled, watching A1, A2, and A3’s interactions. Shortly, A4 left
the place. A2 repeated her previous movements to show the artifacts’ interaction to A3. At
that time, A1 disappeared from the scene. A3, who heard and watched, did not participate in
interaction, but smiled at A1 and A2. Soon, A3 went his way. A2 stopped interaction and left
the place.

Figure 38: Social Module_Moment A

ii. Moment B (Appendix B)
Participant B1 and B2, who were leaving the building, suddenly met participant B3, who
was entering the building. They seemed to say hello to each other and started a daily
conversation. At the time, B2 realized the presence of the artifact, perhaps by hearing sounds
from motors connected to its iris parts. B2 became interested in the artifacts and came closer
to them. B2’s interest brought B1 and B3’s attention to the artifacts. Accordingly, they tried
to find the artifacts’ behavior by gentle movements of their bodies and hands. At the time,
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participant B4, who seemed know B1, B2, and B3, stopped on her way to greet to the group.
During the greeting, B2 and B3 moved their hands and bodies very slightly to initiate the
artifact’s interaction. B4 seemed to get to know the artifacts’ behavior, but did not attempt to
interact with them directly. After a short greeting, B4 left the place. The three (B1, B2, B3)
remained the place and tried to interact with the artifacts, continuing their conversation. At
the time, a group of people (more than ten persons) passed the place. Some of the group
found the artifact responses interesting and smiled while they were passing the place, but
group did not stopped in the place. For the first few seconds, when the group passed the
placed, B3 stopped her body movements for a while, but started again before the whole
group passed the place completely. The three (B1, B2, B3) stayed at the place and continued
their conversation. During the conversation, B3 lightly moved her body continuously. For a
time she turned her back to the artifacts, perhaps to be more engaged in the verbal
conversations. The conversation kept going for a while, but it looked like light casual
conversation. While B2 were talking with gestures, B3 kept moving her body and raising her
arm, listening to B2. B1 watched his phone and moved slightly back and forth while listening.
B3 suddenly opened her of her arms and moved her lower arm quickly with a little bit of
jumping. It is difficult to know the reason for the action. It seemed that she agreed with
something B1 or B2 said, or she wanted to trigger the artifact response. However, no reason
as well is possible. The artifacts responded accordingly, working as a background. Soon after,
they left the building through the entrance.
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Figure 39: Social Module_Moment B

b) Reactive
In the reactive module, the artifacts caught the initial attention of some of the
participants. Some stopped to attempt to understand its underlying logic and several sought
out a brief explanation of what the artifact was doing. The human reaction was quite
different from that of the social module, as it was more calm and peaceful compared to that
of the social module. Since the module responded only to temperature changing its shape
every minute, participants were more interested in the artifacts themselves (their shape,
mechanism, and perhaps behavior) rather than its instant response.

i. Moment C (Appendix C)
Participants C1 and C2 came up to the artifacts, looking at them closely. While watching
them, C2 put his finger into a small gap the iris pattern made. As soon as C2 did this action,
C1 followed the action with her unit, whose gap is much bigger than the C1’s. After
watching each other’s behaviors, C2 turned her body and tried to figure out what the
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artifacts did. She realized the presence of the video camera and the general notice posted
under it. C2 pointed to the video and said something to C1. She came closer towards the
video camera. C1 followed her. They seemed to read the notice for a while. After reading it,
they turned back and stepped back from the video camera. They had a short conversation at
the place (it seemed that it was not about the prototype.) At that moment, a pattern change
of the artifacts was triggered, which they found interesting. C2 rotated her arms with a smile,
perhaps, to express her surprise, towards the video camera. C1 and C2 came closer to the
artifacts, trying to look inside of them. Shortly, they seemed to be less interested. C1 left the
place. C2 followed by looking around the place.

Figure 40: Reactive Module_Moment C

ii. Moment D (Appendix D)
Participants D1 and D2 walked around the place. D1 was interested in the artifacts,
came closer to them, and looked at the opening. He looked at D2, who was wandering
around the place and seemed to say something to him. D2 looked at the artifacts for a while
and still wandered the place as if he needed to find something. D1 moved to the next unit
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and looked at it from the top, wanting to see inside of it. After watched the artifacts several
more times, he called D2 to come to see them. Responding to D1’s calling, D2 came closer
to the units. D1 was putting his finger inside of the gap of the iris and D2, who watched his
behavior, followed the same with a bit smaller gap. D2 expressed his idea by making circles
with hands. D2 continued the conversation with D1 by making a pose like he was taking a
picture with a camera. D1 put his finger into a gap of other unit and said something to D1.
D2 seemed to respond verbally and grabbed one of his fingers with the palm of the other
hand. They continued to look at the artifacts, expressed their thoughts, slightly moving their
bodies unit by unit. Shortly they left the place.

Figure 41 : Reactive Module_Moment D

c) Conversational
The conversational module overall showed a similar atmosphere to that of the social
module. Participants enjoyed the geometry that responded to them and tried to make
different body gestures to see the artifact’s response. The gestures posed by participants
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were slightly more diverse and wide, including hand and foot gestures, and moving, twisting,
and rotating their body at differentiating speeds.
However, most of them seemed not show any particular response to the noise intended
as a catalyzer for active interaction by differentiating the geometries’ response by their
activeness of movement. It is possible that 1) I failed to make it more clear, because it was
difficult to distinguish the intended noise from the unstable skeleton tracking errors derived
from the Kinect sensor only by watching the geometry, or 2) they merely ignored it, as it did
not very negatively affect the total interaction. (I will keep calling the project conversational,
but it is important to note that it did not work as conversational; rather, it worked, as a bit
more elaborated social.)

i. Moment E (Appendix E)
A professor who had previously interacted with the project brought a group of students
(around 10 persons). He seemed to introduce the project to the students and encouraged
them to interact. As soon as a student started to interact with it, the rest, who had watched
the initial interaction, quickly came closer to the front. The program started to produce many
geometries on the screen. The students were jammed in a relatively tight space and keep
moving back and forth, left and right, so the programs’ responses were not stable.
Overlapped geometries and sudden movement and freezing continued. Half (or less than
half) tracked geometries stopped interacting with the artifacts, but some continued to
interact with the geometries, and some interacted with other participants by raising their
hands or turning their body towards others to see others’ interactions, which may or may not
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have been tracked by the sensors. Some became more interested in interacting with the video
camera located at the backside of the place. They posed different body movements and facial
expressions to the camera. After a while, some left the place and the rest followed them.

Figure 42: Conversational Module_Moment E

ii. Moment F (Appendix F)
Participant F1 came onto the scene to interact with the project. She ably activated the
geometry to human responsive stage by approaching the place from the front of the Kinect
and widening her hands near the sensor. Following the geometry, she moved to the left by
raising her hands, while keeping her eye on the machine’s response. While moving left, she
stopped on the left side of the place beyond the Kinect’s sensing boundary and started to
stare at the slight change of geometry triggered by her inactive response compared to the
previous tracked time. At the time, participant F2 approached toward screen. While walking
towards to the screen, the program tracked him, creating another geometry on the screen. F1
came back to the center and moved her hands near the Kinect like she did the first time.
After witnessing her geometry’s response, she raised both her hands and held them together,
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as if stretching herself. Meanwhile, F2 stopped at the place at a position where he would not
disturb F1’s interaction. (They did not seem to know each other.) F2 first moved his left
hand up and down, watching his corresponding geometry. Then, he lowered his left hand
down almost near the floor, bending his waist and raising his hand above his head. He did
the action several times. At the same time, F1 moved toward the left and stopped at a place
well beyond the sensing range. At the place, she stared again at the distorted geometry
because of her movement. Participant F3 appeared at the backside and started to record the
scene with his phone. F1 came to the center again, fully opened her arms, and moved toward
the out of range place. Once the geometry was distorted by the disappeared of her she came
back to center, took one or two gestures, and disappeared. F2, by watching her way of
interaction, followed her. While both F1 and F2 did the appear-disappear play, one of the
geometries became smaller and disappeared because the untracked time went past more than
10 seconds. After it disappeared the own who had disappeared came into the center and
activated his or her new one. After doing the collaboration several times, F2 left the place.
After a while, doing the same two or three more times, F1 left the place as well.

Figure 43: Conversational Module_Moment E
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4.3.3. Analysis
a) Quantitative Analysis
Before proceeding with the analysis, I want to reemphasize my hypothesis. I assumed
that reactive, social, and conversation, in that order, would create more intense
communication between human and environment, through which the issue of control and
being controlled becomes blurred. However, the results were not consistent with the
hypothesis. To look at it quantitatively, in an absolute comparison, social typology triggered
many interactions, but the average interaction time indicated it was not active or intensive
engagement, whereas the social and conversational created relatively intensive engagement.
However, there is a limitation; as the results were from fieldwork in a natural setting, there
were many uncontrolled variables. Therefore, this analysis might not be well grounded. For
this reason, rather than checking the artifacts’ behavior (which, I believe, is also valuable), I
limited the interactions to interesting moments that go beyond the designed interactions or
that I, as a designer, did not expect to happen. From this subjective data, the result was that
conversational typology showed a relatively long interaction times per occurrence, which
means that there was intensive engagement with the artifact.
Absolute data

Subjectively selected data

Number
of
interactio
n(times)

Total interaction
time(minutes,
seconds)

Average
interaction time
per
moment(seconds/
moment)

Number
of
interactio
n(times)

Total interaction
time(minutes,
seconds)

Average
interaction time
per
moment(seconds/
moment)

Social

26

16’ 35’’

38.3

4

4’34’’

68.5

Reactive

7

13’ 55’’

119.3

4

4’23’’

65.75

Conversational

9

21’ 03’’

140.3

2

5’12’’

156
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b) Qualitative Analysis
With the quantitative data, I could conclude that conversational typology tends to create
intensive communication between human and environment; however, if we look at the
selected moments quantitatively, it becomes more puzzling. The two moments selected for
interesting moments in conversational were moments E and F. In terms of the designer’s
point of view, moments E and F were out of control because they functionally did not work.
In moment E, the number of participants was out the sensors’ capacity, OPENNI library, or
my laptop’s processing ability, or a combination of all three’s instability. In moment F,
participant F1 and F2’s movements go beyond the sensor’s track-able range.
Since the artifacts did not properly respond to humans, according to my hypothesis,
there should be less intensive engagement. However, in reality, the result was the opposite;
participants enjoyed the moments and merged with all the space-time setting in which the
distinction between entities became completely blurred. It was best witnessed during
moment F. Participant F1, by doing appearing-disappearing performances, played with the
spatial boundary of the sensors and drew participant F2 into the scene. Soon after,
participant F1 engaged not only with participant F2, but also the unusually behaving
geometries and the place-time. It was more than the interaction between the entity, A, B, and
C; rather, it was more close to mimesis. The moment became a whole in which any of its
parts could not be separated. Similarly, but to a lower degree than moment F, in moment E,
the group of participants conversed with the natural setting beyond the designed interaction.
Some of the half-responding geometries and some of the tracker-lost ones, some
participants who were trying to interact with the geometries, and others who were coupled
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with other participants’ gestures, and those who interacted with the video camera all made
the moment as a whole effect. In the same manner, if we look at the social typology
(moments A and B), we can realize that many interruptions occurred through friends and
acquaintances or passerby to the main participant[s], which made the participant[s] join and
de-join the interaction. These interruptions could also be understood as a whole effect of a
system.
In conclusion, the type of interaction in each typology was distinguishable. Reactive was
static, social was playful, and conversation was engaged, which follows the typology.
However, what conversational typology called the “shared environment,” where controlled
and controlling becomes ambiguous and congregates as a whole, tended to occur when
interactions were interrupted intentionally (in Moment F) or by the other participants (all
social and reactive) rather than following the typology.
c) Limitation
As I briefly mentioned, the conversational project did not perform as conversational,
which is defined as projects that present mutual feedback between human and machine.
Retroactively, I tried to consider the reason for failure due to participants not noticed the
artifacts. However, there was a fundamental problem: predefined conversation. Returning to
the design stage, my technical ability was not enough to construct mutual feedback between
human and machine. I could not come up with a clear technical solution and tried to find the
technically simplest precedent that could be categorized into conversational. During this
struggle, I became interested in Pask’s ‘musicolour’ project that employed the concept of
boredom and implemented almost a similar effect into my conversational project, Ghost in
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the Machine. In a strict sense, the notion of boredom that participants may or may not
notice is not a real feedback that is generated from a machine; rather it is a trick for
participants from which I, as a designer, wished them to be deceived. It is predefined
conversation from a world of designer. If it works, it means that the participants thankfully
shared the designers’ world. If not , it means that they have a different perception of the
project.
I believe that this is a reality the conversational project faces. It is impossible to generate
feedback that comes from machine to humans apart from predefined ways. The difference is
only on the variety of options. Therefore, conversational projects, including Ghost in the
Machine, construct their own world and are valid only when participants share the idea with
the designers, not with the machine. In other words, rather than constructing the “shared
environment” between human and machine, it, in fact, projects that force participants to
share the designer’s world. Perhaps conversational projects would work as a representational
scheme for auguring the importance of conversation. However, according to Pask, the ability
to disagree is the importance of conversion, which participants who joined the projects
thwarted.55

55

Pask, “The Limits of Togetherness.”
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5. Discussion
In this chapter, I will try to look for the reason why interesting moments happened
regardless of design typology and what does this mean for architectural design. I will follow
Pask’s late publications. Surprisingly, Pask, in his paper, Limitedness of Togetherness,
published in 1980, modified his thoughts about his early projects that focused on manmachine interactions.56 He said:
During the later 1950s and early 60s, We constructed what were glibly called “adaptive teaching
machines.”… Only in the 1960s and early 1970s was it clear that this suggestion is utter nonsense. The
algebraic constraints which give “machinehood” to the hardware are designed to prohibit conversation
with machines. For instance, you cannot, by definition, “disagree” with a machine; you can only say it is a
“broken” machine, Of course, people may and do communicate with machines (which, if they belong to
this category are better called “training machines”).

Regarding his point on algebraic constraints, he seemed to point that even though one
could give a very large number of options to participants, it is not equal to the infinite.57
Therefore, it constructs “machinehood”, which is imperative to participants. For this reason,
if one agrees to the world of a project, it become a machine that trains towards desired
conditions rather than constructing the “shared environments” between the two. Therefore,
it becomes clear that the conversational does not incite real conversation due to a lack of the
“power of veto.”58

Ibid.
Infinite is an interesting concept; if we divide infinite by the very large number, it is still infinite
58 Ashby, An Introduction to Cybernetics, 83. To elaborate more, in background section and in the last sentence of
Ashby’s citation about his Homeostat description, Ashby mentioned the process of veto in elvolution. When
part A finds its internal homeostasis state and when the value is sent to part B, then, Parts B disagree; therefore,
part A need to search another option. This random selection process goes continuously. Only when part A find
it internal homeostasis condition at the center among many other options, the value is value is agreed by part B.
Therefore, part A and part B mutually affects each other.
56
57
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In a similar manner, in his last paper, Heinz von Foerster's Self Organization, the
Progenitor of Conversation and Interaction Theories, Pask further described his projects. He
mentioned,
As you increase the elaboration of the adaptive machinery enabling it to adapt hierarchically, for
example, to several levels and to have a vector of reactivity, which is extensive up to say eight or nine
variables that are related in the hierarchy, you appreciate that something odd is happening. The
participant either gets bored (which is very natural) and opts out of the experiment, or preferably opts
out by playing with the adaptive system. The more elaborate this system is, the more it can be
‘programmed’ by the participant, rather than’ programming’ the participant.59

What he described in above quote is very similar to the interesting moments in fieldwork.
When the program’s hierarchy increases, participants somehow escaped from it, then
constructed the “shared environment”.
With this imperial data, he shaped the theoretical base, which he first called
conversation theory and developed into interaction of actors theory. The theories are, I
believe, an epistemological turn seeming to engender the value of the existence of design.
In these theories, he tried to explain how a system can be “both organizationally
closed and informationally open.”60 In his theories, if two systems (or more) converse, it
produces a product which does not completely not belong to both original systems.
However, this process is continuous without the end, and the product—he called the
product a concept—is not something static, but a kinetic process. If this product is the
kinetic process, if it converses with a system (or organization), it will produce another
product that is a kinetic process. In this way, this process could occur continuously.

59
60

Pask, “Heinz von Foerster’s Self Organization, the Progenitor of Conversation and Interaction Theories.”
Ibid.
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Then, one thing remained: a system (organization) that makes all of these processes
possible. Pask’s way to explain a static system is through self-organization in which
continuous reclusive process happen He argued that it is a “productive and reproductive”
process; “Concepts are productive and reproductive (relearned, reconstructed) if, when
operated upon by operations (themselves concepts), then (1) the original procedure are
reproduced, and (2) fresh means (procedures) for achieving the same end are generated and
rendered, eventually, coherent with other members of the collection.” 61 For the reason,
according to him, is “memory not being stockage but being memoire.”62
Lastly, there is an important aspect to be mentioned in order to glimpse his theory:
conversation. Pask explained conversation by distinguishing it from communication.
According to him, the crucial difference is that conversation yields a product through the
process of agreeing, disagreeing, and arguing, whereas communication does not. He argued
that “conversation, the act of concept sharing, is a process of conjoint concept execution, by
participants A and B, as a result of which the agreed part of the concept is distributed or
shared and cannot be functionally assigned ‘to A’ or ‘to B’.” 63 , 64 In contrast, in
communication, the importance is on accuracy. That is, if information is transferred from a
sender to a receiver through a transmitter, the receiver receives information as entropyincreased state and perhaps statistically selects information and constructs meaning from it.65

Pask, “The Limits of Togetherness.”
Pask, “Heinz von Foerster’s Self Organization, the Progenitor of Conversation and Interaction Theories.”
63 Pask, “The Limits of Togetherness.”
64 In the argument, he refused Wiener’s concept of communication who was fascinated by Shannon-Weaver
model of communication in which underlies the idea that information is delivered. In similar context, Michael
Reddy distinguish conduit Metaphor from toolmaker paradigm in language. See Reddy, “The Conduit
Metaphor.”
65 Shannon, “A Mathematical Theory of Communication.”
61
62
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In my own interpretation, his theories draw a full circle. Starting from a point and
returning to it and making changes the original point is, I think, a cybernetic method. In his
theories, Pask first attempted to separate a whole effect of an organization (system) from the
process. Let’s suppose a system is process, and the product of the system is the organization,
a whole effect of the system. Then, according to my interpretation, we normally see the
system (process) identical to an organization (product). The point Pask made was that to
produce an organization (product), since a system (process) is a process, we need something
to converse with it. If it is about our visual perception, the something is our seeing, as a
process, not as a product (eg. an image comes to our head). This, our seeing, as a process,
converses with the process of an organization (system) and produces another process. This
loop goes on endlessly. In the case of visual perception, the process returns to its own and
reproduces again and again. Consequently, the product (memory of the visual perception)
seems to remain stable. Through his theories, Pask tried to emphasize the fact that process is
not something that is transferred or delivered to us which makes us see, hear, or feel without
any other operation. Rather, our seeing, hearing, and feeling is the result of conversation
between a process of our system (organization) and the process of the object. Therefore,
through the conversation of the two processes, we could perceive something.
The reason for explaining these complicated theories is to find a way to understand the
interesting moments in fieldwork, which I described as the moments that participants
merged into the space-time setting. If I adopt his theories, I could say that the mimesis
moment was the time that actors that are organizationally closed informationally converse
with each other, which includes, but is not limited to, the participants, the screen, the
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geometries, the space-time of the moments, and myself who sees the scenes through video.
66

If one agrees with his theories, the interesting moments that did not belong to any

typologies could be explained in this way. Therefore, I could conclude that conversation
does not depend on design but depends on actors, which create a process or actions.
This conclusion seems hopeless for designers because we usually aim to produce
designs for particular values. But, my conclusion argues that architecture may become an
actor[s] and affects us and other concepts (process) as well. However, it is not completely in
our hands; rather it is on other actors. Therefore, the conclusion raises question about the
usefulness of design.
However, if there is a conversation that connects the different two, it logically
premises that there is difference between the two. In Pask’s terms, A and B “repel each
other by virtue of being distinct.”67 To clarify the sentence, if there is no difference, we may
not recognize that something exists. Therefore, existence could be perceived only by ratios
of difference. With this in mind, if we say there are A and B, they are repel each other
because of the difference itself. It is important to note that this difference itself is not what
we see as difference, since what we see as difference is already conversed with us and is
perhaps contaminated. The difference itself is close to ontological difference. Perhaps, the
role of architecture (or design) is to create difference, not as a medium where a designer
intended to project his/her own worlds, but as the material that creates difference in our
actors and architecture. By the same logic, if we agree on this distinction, each typology,

It is important to distinguish the moment from the interpretation of phenomenology where we presuppose
the “locus” of a place. Pask’s interpretation does not give a priori value. What makes the moment happen is
not a priori value but rather a system which is conversation.
67 Pask, “Heinz von Foerster’s Self Organization, the Progenitor of Conversation and Interaction Theories.”
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reactive, social and conversational, has to go its own way while actively agreeing, disagreeing,
and arguing. Furthermore, responsive architecture must go its own way with active
conversations. Architecture, as well, should pursue its own way by arguing, agreeing, and
disagreeing with other actors, especially the arts, sciences, and humanities. Through the
course of these actions, I believe, we may step towards a topology of responsive architecture.
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